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S TAT E M E N T

F R O M

T H E

F O U N D E R

The Evolution of
In The Meantime

G

reetings and welcome to the
summer edition of MESSAGE.
It is with a deeper sense
of Pride that we present to you
“Destinations.”

Cali Destinations
Los Angeles and Palm Springs
California are two of the most coveted
vacation destinations in the world.
It is our pleasure to highlight Blatino
Oasis, celebrating 10 years during the
month of May, a series of Los Angeles
4th of July events and activities and In
The Meantime’s 19th Anniversary and
Black Gay Men’s Wellness—both celebrated during the month of August.
We’ve got a lot to offer on the
West Coast and we hope that you will
join us.
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Our Vision
We envision the creation of a
physical space specifically for In the
Meantime.
This space will become a cornerstone for learning, networking,
socializing and personal growth, while
providing service-related programs
for our community.
Our Challenge
We challenge ourselves to
achieve a greater sense of responsibility to our ancestry, ourselves and to
those who will follow.
We strive to become better brothers, better sons, better fathers, better
lovers, better friends, better role models and better people in the meantime
and until the end of time.

By Jeffrey C. King

The Evolution of In The Meantime
Before our mission statement
was refined we wrote the following
poetry 19 years ago to define In The
Meantime and to speak to the evolution of its purpose:
In The Meantime is the safe
place where we can view our future
and see how far we have come. It
is the space where we pause, build,
repair, prepare, network, develop,
cultivate, nurture, heal, strategize and
ultimately maximize our full potential
both individually and collectively. It is
In The Meantime where we can view

environment respectful of sexual
orientation. Our goal is to enrich and
empower lives.

Today we live, work and play in
the reality of this 19-year-old prophesy and pay homage to the legacy
of brilliant and tenacious men who
have come before us, many of whom
dreamed of a day when we would
be able to come together and learn
from our struggles and to revel in our
triumphs. We are in a constant state
of evolution standing on the shoulders
of greatness.
Our Mission Statement Today
In The Meantime Men’s Group,
Inc., is purposed to enrich, empower
and extend the lives of intergenerational Black men, respectful of sexual
orientation, through social, educational, health and wellness programs
and services.
Jeffrey C. King is Founder and Executive
Director of In The Meantime Men’s Group,
Inc.

and co-create a future that is bright
and full of awesome possibilities. We
must continue to push forward and
embrace who we are and express
more of what we are as a people: brilliant and tenacious.
Our Mission
We seek to create a safe and
supportive environment for men of
African descent. We focus on issues
that directly affect our community:
relationships, health, spirituality and
economics.
We encourage a relaxed social
Summer 2016
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Epic Battle Between
Hillary
Clinton
and
Donald
Trump
LGBT AND
PWA RIGHTS
AT RISK
By Karen Ocamb
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T

he
November
general
election between
presumptive
Republican nominee
Donald Trump
and presumptive
Democratic nominee
Hillary Clinton is
shaping up to be an
epic battle for the
soul of America.
At the core of the
debate are issues of
concern to the LGBT
community such as
protecting or gutting
the progress of
equality, providing
more resources
or cutting the
budget for HIV/AIDS
programs and fighting
to finally vanquish racism,
sexism and homophobia or
dismissing these assaults on
human rights as mere political
correctness in a white-normative
culture.
Former Sec. of State Clinton
celebrates diversity. “Tonight’s victory
is not about one person. It belongs to
generations of women and men who
struggled and sacrificed and made
this moment possible,” Clinton said
in her victory speech June 7, rejoicing
in becoming America’s first woman
presidential nominee from a major
political party. “So yes, yes, there are
still ceilings to break—for women and
men, for all of us. But don’t let anyone
tell you that great things can’t happen
in America. Barriers can come down.
Justice and equality can win. Our
history has moved in that direction—
slowly at times, but unmistakably—
thanks to generations of Americans
who refused to give up or back
down,” said Clinton.
The celebratory video featured
Shirley Chisholm—the first African
American woman elected to Con-

gress and the first Black woman who
ran for president in 1972—and visuals
of Black transgender activist Cherno
Biko with a voice over from another
transgender activist, Blossom Brown,
a Christian Human Rights Campaign
volunteer from Mississippi.
Conversely, Trump—a real estate
mogul who gained political prominence as the originator of the “birther”
movement, challenging President
Obama’s citizenship—launched his
presidential campaign in June 2015
at Trump Tower by calling Mexicans
criminals, rapists and drug dealers.
And while he has distanced himself
from former Ku Klux Klan Grand
Wizard David Duke, William Johnson,
a former Trump delegate, told MSNBC
on June 8 that Trump has inspired the
White Nationalist movement. Trump’s
friends and supporters insist that
Trump-the-man is not racist, he just
says things that can be construed as
racist amid a “cult of stupidity.”
The most recent example is
Trump’s attack on federal judge Gonzalo Curiel, who is presiding over two
fraud lawsuits involving Trump University. Trump told CNN’s Jake Tapper
that Curiel is “biased” against him,
“biased” because of his “Mexican
heritage.” Tapper repeatedly asked
Trump if he thought Curiel couldn’t do
his job because of his “ethnicity.”
Trump seemed stumped. “Jake,
I’m building a wall, OK? I’m building a
wall. I’m trying to keep business out of
Mexico,” said Trump.
“But he’s an… he’s an American,”
Tapper replied.
Curiel was born into a blue collar
family of Mexican heritage in Indiana,
was appointed to the bench by Republican Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and stood up to Mexican drug
cartels—prompting some Establishment Republicans to disavow Trump’s
comments. But some conservatives,
including Duke, stand by the nominee,
saying Curiel “has had absolutely
partisan activities. He has been an
activist in La Raza Lawyers AssociaSummer 2016
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tion,” which is not associated with the
Latino advocacy group, the National
Council of La Raza.
Trump’s doubling-down on his
anti-Curiel comments revealed that
some Republicans prefer their party’s
nominee over their country. House
Speaker Paul Ryan, for instance,
who described Trump’s remarks as
“the textbook definition of a racist
comment” continues to support
Trump. Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell told RealClearPolitics that
“Donald Trump has an opportunity
here to be the change agent, to take
America to a different place.”
In her victory remarks, Clinton
explained where she thinks that place
might be. “Donald Trump is temperamentally unfit to be president and
commander-in-chief. And he’s not just
trying to build a wall between America
and Mexico—he’s trying to wall off
Americans from each other. When
he says, ‘Let’s make America great
again,’ that is code for, ‘Let’s take
America backwards.’ Back to a time
when opportunity and dignity were
reserved for some, not all, promising
his supporters an economy he cannot
recreate,” Clinton said, adding that
her campaign aims at “a 21st century
prosperity that lifts everyone who’s
been left out and left behind.”
Trump has promised to appoint
conservative, anti-LGBT judges to
fill three expected seats on the U.S.
Supreme Court who would overturn
marriage equality. He has also promised to overturn all of Obama’s executive orders, including those advancing
LGBT equality, and sign anti-LGBT
“religious liberty” legislation.
Trump has no policy on HIV/
AIDS issues or HIV discrimination.
He defers to the states, 32 of which
have laws that criminalize perceived
exposure to HIV, even with no risk
transmission, that include long jail
sentences and placement on the sex
offender registry.
Clinton, however, has a detailed
HIV/AIDS plan outlined on her cam8
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paign website (HillaryClinton.com)
and met with AIDS activists where she
spoke about losing friends.
In a statement commemorating
the 35th anniversary of the first CDC
article published on HIV on June 5,
1981, Clinton said: “HIV and AIDS
still disproportionately threaten
communities of color, transgender
people, young people, and gay and
bisexual men, and millions still live
with HIV in the U.S. and around the
world. But we have the tools to end
this epidemic once and for all, and
the next president will play a pivotal
role in helping to make an AIDSfree generation
a reality. If we
work with our
partners around
the world to
invest in research,
expand access
to health care
and education,
and dismantle
the stigma that hurts people and
increases risk, this is a goal we can
reach together. I’m determined to do
it—we owe it to those we lost, and all
future generations, to end the AIDS
epidemic in America at last.”
Silence from Trump.
President Barack Obama has
mocked Trump and notes that the
presidency is not “reality TV,” referring
to Trump’s show “The Apprentice.” On
June 9, Obama endorsed Clinton. “I
know how hard this job can be, that’s
why I know Hillary will be so good at
it,” Obama said in a video. “In fact, I
don’t think there’s ever been someone
so qualified to hold this office. She’s
got the courage, the compassion and
the heart to get this job done.”
The voters will decide on
November 8.
Karen Ocamb, a veteran reporter, has
contributed to numerous media outlets,
including the Los Angeles Times, TV Guide
Online, The Advocate, Frontiers Magazine,
OutQ News on Sirius Satellite Radio, Gaywired.com and The Bilerico Project.

DESTINATIONS

Brothafest
Ivan Daniel Productions is one of
Los Angeles’ most established brands in the
adult entertainment industry. In true IDP style,
Daniel promises to deliver two signature events
that are designed specifically for the LGBTQ
people of color communities. The Brothafest
2016 theme is “Beyond Pride, We Are Pride.”
“This year’s celebration will focus on uniting
the community while highlighting the positive
contributions that LGBTQ people of color
continue to make in our society,” says Daniel.
“Traditionally the 4th of July has been known as
an exclusively Black Pride event. Today we have
evolved into an amazing mix of cultures and,
thus, Brothafest is a reflection of that evolution.”
Daniel describes this year’s Brothafest as a
music, arts and dance celebration for LGBT
people from around the globe.
Contact:
310-431-1551
brothafest@yahoo.com
www.brothafest.com
Instagram: brothafest
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DESTINATIONS

LA Summer 16
LA Summer 16 is fueled by Generation X and under the umbrella of Brandon
Anthony’s Socialite House (BASH). Anthony does it again, leading the charge
with a calendar of seven electrifying events and activities. He promises a
little something for everyone. Billing his weekend as LA’s Urban Gay Pride, it
is designed to capture the attention of LA’s urban party goer.
“Black is a race, Urban is a culture,” explains Anthony. “My events are
hosted during this historic Los Angeles 4th of July weekend because it has
always been an important time of the year for our communities. I’m just the
guy to give the Los Angeles 4th of July weekend a needed face lift.”
Contact:
www.facebook.com/groups/SocialiteHouseLA
www.thebashlaevents.com
www.lasummersixteen.com
info@BASHLAEvents.com
Twitter: The Bash LA
Instagram: The Bash LA
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Liquid

DESTINATIONS

The Kenks is a national brotherhood group that started as a small private
group on Facebook but today includes brothers from every walk of life from
all over the United States. The West Coast chapter operates under the
leadership of president George Woods and vice president Jae Green. This
once small social media-based group has grown into a membership of over
600+ men from New York, D.C., Dallas, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles and
other cities. Throughout the year members of the group meet in various
cities around Pride celebrations to enjoy the hospitality of each other’s cities.
Los Angeles has been chosen as the host city for the group three times
since its inception. This year’s 4th of July weekend will showcase a private
opening reception, as well as two events which are welcoming and open to
everyone: a beach party and a summer day party known as Liquid. Each
event caters to the grown and sexy.

14
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DESTINATIONS

LA Black Pride
LA Black Pride is led by the dynamic duo of
Thea Williams and Zina Love, two long-standing leaders and Pride organizers. These two
have come together to present three events
for the 4th of July weekend.
“We want to bring our communities
together in a safe environment where we can
celebrate all of who we are,” says Williams.
“Our events are designed for Black and Latino
people. We are paying close attention to
insuring that our youth are included and cared
for. We are less interested in financial gain and
more interested in both men and women coming together to celebrate as a community.”
Contact:
wakeupsis@yahoo.com
www.lablackpride.com

16
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Undressing

Blatino Oasis
AN INTERVIEW WITH

Joe Hawkins

P

alm Springs’ proximity to (and
distance from) Hollywood
seduced gay actors with its
stark beauty and its secret garden
of earthly delights. The same can
be said for Blatino Oasis. The event
is billed as a retreat for gay and
bisexual men of color, but it is more
than that. The experience transcends
the physical and could be described
as spiritual. During the four-day
gathering, a safe space is created in
the desert. Men are not demonized for
their body types. In fact, all attendees
are celebrated for their audacity to
embrace themselves as they are (even
if that entails being fully naked). No
one is asked to apologize.
Due to stigma, homophobia,
religious authority and ideas of
masculinity, many gay men of color
become preoccupied with passing
or find it difficult (or even demeaning)
to “act gay” in the cities where they
reside. Some of these men participate
in Blatino Oasis in a much more free
manner. As the event has evolved, so

18
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have the attitudes and behaviors of
the event-goers. From a bystander’s
perspective, attendees are more

Joe Hawkins receives a
commendation from Palm Springs
Mayor Robert Moon.

willing now than in years past to
engage in activities that would be
frowned upon in the mainstream
Black community, for example, live
sex shows, erotic performances and
being in the nude. The event has
earned the reputation for reshaping
ideas of Black gay male sexuality
and spaces for Black gay male

sexuality. This year, the Men of
Onyx Southwest, a leather lifestyle
organization, demonstrated alternative
forms of sexual exploration through
BDSM. Even though the event is best
known for its porn awards ceremony,
it also creates opportunities for gay
artists to promote and sell their work,
and it is more services-enriched than
Summer 2016
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most events targeting Black and
Latino men. Seventy-five percent
of the attendees are Black, and 25
percent are Latino.
Each year, about 1,000 men drive
or fly into Palm Springs for Blatino
Oasis. Those who attend come for
various reasons. However, every
year strangers leave as brothers, and
people from different ends of the
world invite others to couch-surf at
their homes. The sex-positive event
celebrated its 10-year anniversary this
year. We talked to Hawkins about the
event’s evolution and asked difficult
questions about its existence in the
era of AIDS.
How did you come up with the idea
for Blatino Oasis?
I had already been producing
events for gay men of color in the Bay
Area for over a decade when the idea
came to me. A friend was filming a
movie in Palm Springs about 12 years
ago, and he encouraged me to come
check it out. He felt that it would be
a good place for me to produce an
event. So I flew down and met with a
few people, and the rest is history.
How has it evolved over the years?
It started out with a single 12room, clothing optional resort with
a few strippers. To now, there are
over seven resorts, several nightclub
events with performing artists, reality
stars and an army of go-go dancers.
We even offer yoga and also have a
Sunday awards brunch that honors
men in a variety of fields from politicians to authors, health care workers,
photographers, etc. So it has grown
quite a bit.
Why do people come to Blatino
Oasis?
To have fun in an environment
that allows them to socialize—however they want to—in a nonjudgmental
environment. It is a unique experience
for most gay men of color. [It is vital]
because gay men of color deserve
20
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options. We also need more opportunities to get away from the fast-paced
urban vibe that most cities offer. Palm
Springs is the opposite of that. Black
men have a chance for respite and to
be celebrated. The more Black people
that can take vacations and enjoy
life to recover from the challenges of
everyday life, the more Black people
will be able to contribute to the wellbeing of our people.
What was the most challenging
event to organize and why?
Friday was the most difficult
event to organize because we had
a mainstream artist—Foxy Brown.
Whenever you bring in a well-known
artist, more things have to be done.
It just takes more of my time and
attention personally.
Other performers and talent
included: Milan Christopher (of VH1’s
Love & Hip Hop Hollywood), Rodney
Chester (of Noah’s Arc), Pablo Hernadez (Andrew Christian model/singer of
“B#tch I’m A Bottom”), Fly Young Red
(out hip-hop artist), Brandon Anthony
(West Hollywood club promoter),
Steven Plater (singer of “Eat It”), Kyle
Goffney (model), Fahylando Jackson
(model), Johnnell Terell Lyric (poet),
Jay Alexander (model), Castro Supreme (adult model), Drae Axtell (adult
model), Armond Rizzo (adult model),
Corey Corey (adult model), Mr. Cali
(adult model), Rio (adult model), Wesley (social media personality) and DJ
Konrad Parker.
What are the implications of the
event for younger generations, i.e.,
what will their impression of Blatino
Oasis be?
Eleven years ago, there was no
Blatino Oasis. Young people have a
vacation option that wasn’t on the
menu of choices 11 years ago. I have
been producing events for over 25
years in California with a goal of helping people to have fun. And, that’s
what we try to offer people, a great
time.

Some people might say that the
event promotes unsafe practices
like risky sex. They might ask ‘How
can you organize an event like this
during the AIDS crisis?’ What would
you say to people who think that
way?
Blatino Oasis has enjoyed the
support of local and national HIV/
AIDS service agencies that include
The Desert AIDS Project, GET TESTED
Coachella, NMAC and In The Meantime since the beginning. We are more
services-enriched than most events
targeting gay men of color. I have a
long history of HIV prevention and
treatment advocacy, so I am not fazed
by what people say. The men who attend our event are adults. Gay men are
going to do whatever they are going to
do, whether they are in Palm Springs
or not. I feel good knowing that the
HIV/AIDS organizations that work with
us each year are professionals at what
they do and know how to give our attendees the information that they need.
But it is a sex-positive event. It
celebrates the porn industry. Some

studios that are celebrated promote
condomless sex.
The [adult entertainment] system
has to adhere to standards regarding
testing of its models. People watch
all kinds of stuff on film. Superheroes
blow up buildings. James Bond kills
people. And, people have sex. The difference with our event is when people
come to vacation with us, rather than
judge or reprimand them or treat them
like children or say nothing about HIV
or STDs, we educate them.

W

ith the release of next year’s
dates for Blatino Oasis,
May 4-7, hotels are quickly
filling up. If you have never been, you
definitely should not miss it in 2017.
For more information, visit www.
blatinooasis.com.

Victor Yates is a writer, editor and writing
workshop instructor whose work has
appeared in Windy City Times, Edge,
Qulture, and The Voice. His debut novel,
A Love Like Blood, was recently released
by Hillmont Press. His website is victoryates.wordpress.com. You can follow him @
writervicyates.
Summer 2016
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In The Meantime Candlelight Vigil
I

n the wake of the devastation in Orlando, Fla., In The Meantime Men’s Group
hosted a candlelight vigil, “We Stand Together,” June 14, 2016, from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Carl Bean House (South LA Community Center). Several hundred
attendees reflective of the diverse LGBTQ community and allies came to mourn
and commemorate the innocent lives lost, those wounded and families whose
lives will never be the same.
The list of influential community speakers included activists, clergy and
LGBT community advocates. Among the list of notables were Rev. Kelvin Sauls,
Holman United Methodist Church; Rev. Russell Thornhill, Unity Fellowship of
Christ Church; Michael Weinstein, President, AIDS Healthcare Foundation; Rev.

Curt Thomas, The Renewed Church of Los Angeles; Jasmyn Cannick, Political
and Community Activist; Phill Wilson, The Black AIDS Institute; Vincent Holmes,
Better Brothers; Oscar De La O, Bienestar; Mother Devine Chanel, House of
Chanel; Brenda Gonzalez, Transgender Advocate; and Gabriel Maldonado, True
Evolution.
“Now is the time for our diverse family to come together and share our
strength and support for each other,” said Jeffrey King, Executive Director of In
The Meantime Men’s Group. “As a community we have allowed the very things that
we fight so hard to combat to divide us. Let this be the moment in our history/herstory that we begin to celebrate our diversity and embrace our common ground.”

Family Members Lost in Florida
Stanley Almodovar III
Amanda Alvear
Oscar A Aracena-Montero
Rodolfo Ayala-Ayala
Antonio Davon Brown
Darryl Roman Burt II
Angel L. Candelario-Padro
Juan Chevez-Martinez
Luis Daniel Conde
Cory James Connell
Tevin Eugene Crosby
Deonka Deidra Drayton
Simon Adrian Carrillo Fernandez
Leroy Valentin Fernandez
Mercedez Marisol Flores
Peter O. Gonzalez-Cruz
Juan Ramon Guerrero
Paul Terrell Henry
Frank Hernandez
Miguel Angel Honorato
Javier Jorge-Reyes
Jason Benjamin Josaphat
Eddie Jamoldroy Justice
Anthony Luis Laureanodisla
22
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Christopher Andrew Leinonen
Alejandro Barrios Martinez
Brenda Lee Marquez McCool
Gilberto Ramon Silva Menendez
Kimberly Morris
Akyra Monet Murray
Luis Omar Ocasio-Capo
Geraldo A. Ortiz-Jimenez
Eric Ivan Ortiz-Rivera
Joel Rayon Paniagua
Jean Carlos Mendez Perez
Enrique L. Rios, Jr.
Jean C. Nives Rodriguez
Xavier Emmanuel Serrano Rosado
Christopher Joseph Sanfeliz
Yilmary Rodriguez Solivan
Edward Sotomayor Jr.
Shane Evan Tomlinson
Martin Benitez Torres
Jonathan Antonio Camuy Vega
Juan P. Rivera Velazquez
Luis S. Vielma
Franky Jimmy Dejesus Velazquez
Luis Daniel Wilson-Leon
Jerald Arthur Wright
Summer 2016
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ITMT Celebrates
19th Anniversary

Special Event Held During
Black Gay Men’s Wellness Month

I

n the Meantime will hold its 19th
Anniversary Celebration Saturday,
August 27, 2016 from 5 to 7 p.m.
at the home of Earl Wooten in View
Park, Calif. The event theme is: The
Evolution of Black Gay Men.
Wooten, who is an ITMT board
member, will open his home at 5 p.m.
for a meet and greet followed by an
awards presentation and entertain-

ment at 6 p.m. The evening will conclude with a social hour and dessert.
B. Slade will entertain with a special
guest performance.
Promoter Brandon Anthony will
receive the Founder’s Award; Jayce
Baron Sadler, the Image Award; B.
Slade, the King-Rustin Award; Rodney
Chester, the Gatekeeper Award; and
Thomas Davis, the Kevin Spears
Humanitarian Award.

I

TMT’s Anniversary
Celebration is held
in conjunction with
Black Gay Men’s
Wellness Month
celebrated each year in
August.
Black Gay Men’s
Wellness month was
created to bring attention to the importance
of Black gay men’s
health and to empower
Black gay men to take
charge of their own
well-being through sustained healthy lifestyle
choices. This monthlong focus calls for
individuals, organizations and policy makers
to direct their collective
attention and resources
to the overall wellness
and disease prevention
among Black gay men
while encouraging early
detection and treatment
of health-related issues.
24
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In The Meantime Men’s Group, Inc.

19th Anniversary

Celebration

Black Gay Men’s Wellness Month Closing Reception
Theme: The Evolution of Black Gay Men
Special Guest Performance by B. Slade

Saturday, August 27, 2016
5:00-8:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.  Meet and Greet
6:00 p.m.  Awards Presentation and Entertainment
7:00 p.m.  Social Hour with Dessert

The Home of Earl Wooten
In The Meantime Board Member

4381 Mount Vernon, Los Angeles, California 90043
Complimentary Champagne  Hors d’oeuvres
ALL WHITE ATTIRE REQUESTED

Limited VIP Table Seating
$125 per person  $500 per table

General Admission
$25 per person

For Additional Information or to Reserve VIP Seating: 323-733-4868

Victor Yates Wins
Major Book Award

Los Angeles-Based Writer Cops Debut
Fiction Nod for ‘A Love Like Blood’

T

he Oscars of the queer
publishing industry was held in
New York at the Skirball Center
for the Performing Arts on June 6. In
the packed auditorium, many of the
winners were rendered speechless
as they accepted their awards on
stage. However, no one was more
shocked than Los Angeles writer
Victor Yates. He won for Debut Fiction
at the Lambda Literary Awards.
The awards celebrated excellence
in LGBT literature and 28 years of
groundbreaking literary achievement.
26
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In March when the finalists were
announced, the Lambda Literary
Foundation revealed that over 933
submissions were received from
major publishing houses, independent
presses and on-demand services
from around the world.
Comedienne Kate Clinton hosted
the gala ceremony. She dazzled the
audience upon taking the stage saying, “Thank you careful and constant
readers. This is like Words With
Friends, but in real life.”
Yates took a risk flying out to

New York. He had been saving up his
vacation time at his full-time job at
a trade school to teach a one-week
creative writing workshop at a summer camp in Malibu Hills for LGBT
students. The flight alone was $500,
and the VIP reception was $100, but
it all paid off. At the event, he found
himself at the center of attention
amongst New York’s and the LGBT
community’s most celebrated, powerful and talented writers, literary agents
and publishers—even some literary
heroes, including Emanuel Xavier, R.
Erica Doyle and Hilton Als, The New
Yorker writer and former editor-atlarge at Vibe magazine.
Style Rookie editor Tavi Gevinson
said, “This is an amazing event,” as
she introduced Als, who received the
Trustee Award for Excellence in Literature. She continued, “Thank you for
everything you’ve given to us readers
to think about and feel through your
writing. I am in awe of you.” Als, in his
acceptance, said, “Powerful feelings
rise up in me as I stand before you.
Other people are my art.”
The red carpet featured: Carrie Brownstein (actress, Portlandia),
Richard Blanco (2013 Inaugural Poet),
Miranda July (director), Kate Bornstein
(author and playwright), Natalie Diaz
(poet), David Ebershoff (author of The
Danish Girl), Tim Federle (novelist),
Silas Howard (director and writer),
Paul Rudnick (playwright and novelist), Ira Sachs (filmmaker), Rakesh
Satyal (novelist), Pamela Sneed (poet),
James Sie (actor), and many others.
The other finalists in the Debut
Fiction category included: Austin
Bunn (author of The Brink), Mark
S. Luckie (author of Do U), Paul
Brownsey (author of His Steadfast
Love and Other Stories), Ioannis Pappos (author of Hotel Living), Meliza
Bañales (author of Life is Wonderful,
People are Terrific), James Driggers
(author of Lovesick) and Libby Ware
(author of Lum: A Novel). Yates was
the only writer in the category who
self-published his book.

Y

ates wrote his novel while in
the Creative Writing program
at Otis College of Art & Design.
He discovered his complicated style
of writing through the workshop at
Otis. “Breath, images and sound”
repeats in his head as he writes.
While he edits, he pushes his writing
into the category of strange. Beauty
is not what he is after; however, it is
sometimes achieved.
To pay for college, he worked as
a writing tutor, a brand ambassador,
a freelance writer and at the trade
school, where he currently works fulltime. Between classes and working,
he would write in his journal while
riding the Metro train. Before attending Otis, he majored in Psychology
at Morehouse College and had no
idea that he could major in English or
Creative Writing.
He won first place in the Elma
Stuckey Poetry Award at the HBCU,
as well as wrote for the school’s yearbook. Other accolades he received
there include a National Science
Foundation Grant, a Howard Hughes
Research Grant and an Oprah Winfrey
Scholarship. A dream of his is to get
his book into Oprah’s hands and
included in her Book Club.
Since graduating from the writing
program, he juggles working for the
trade school with freelance writing, working as a writing workshop
instructor, mentoring and serving
as a brand ambassador for several
HIV-awareness campaigns and major
companies like Johnson & Johnson
and IndyCar. When asked how he
juggles his jobs, he says it is a requirement to be able to write. Writing
is like oxygen to him. Without it, he
would no longer exist.
His next project will consist of
a collection of short stories due out
next year. His award-winning novel is
available online at Amazon, Kindle,
Create Space or Barnes and Noble.
To see his book tour visit his website:
victoryates.wordpress.com or follow
him on Twitter at writervicyates.
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